


Thank You!
Hi Friend!

I hope this freebie helps you, your 
students or your own family enjoy 
a language-rich experience and 
appreciate the beauty and wonder 
that exists wherever you are.

These scavenger hunts are 
designed to enhance language 
concepts and descriptive 
vocabulary including categories, 
sizes, functions, textures and 
more! As children sort through 
their environment at this higher 
linguistic level, they will gain a 
deeper appreciation for the world 
around them.

I hope you enjoy this language-rich 
experience inside and outside of 
your home! I encourage you to 
take photos on your devices and 
reflect on the experience 
afterwards, particularly on your 
beautiful nature walk!

you might also like…

Click any image!

Keep in touch on social media!

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Home-Speech-Language-Activity-Bundle-5329254
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https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Creative-Speech-Lab
https://creativespeechlab.com/join
https://www.bloglovin.com/blogs/creative-speech-lab-13489355
https://www.facebook.com/creativespeechlab
https://instagram.com/creativespeechlab
https://www.pinterest.com/myspeechlab
https://twitter.com/myspeechlab


INDOOR SCAVENGER HUNT!

Find 2 APPLIANCES.

Find an item that’s SMALLER than an apple.

Find a soft FURNITURE item.

Find two items you use for ENTERTAINMENT.

Find an item with a slimy TEXTURE.

Find something FRAGILE (a.k.a. delicate).

Find an object shaped like a CYLINDER.

Find an object that’s HEAVIER than a book.

Find an item you use for HYGEINE.

Find an item that is SMALLER than an eraser.

Find an item that is shaped like a RECTANGLE.

Find 2 EDUCATIONAL objects.

Find 3 objects that make you SMILE..

Find a COLD object.

Find a SHINY object.

Find something TRANSPARENT (or clear).

Find an object that’s WIDER than a notebook.

Find an object that is made out of PLASTIC.

Find an object that is made out of WOOD.

Find a SOFT object.

Find a NOISY object.
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NATURE WALK:

FIND SOMETHING THAT’S…
SMALLER than a squirrel

LARGER than a squirrel

the color GREEN

a ROUGH texture

a SMOOTH texture

the color BROWN

makes a SOUND when you step on it

BIGGER than an acorn but SMALLER than a fox

a kind of INSECT

a kind of BIRD

in the SKY

a SOFT texture

a BUMPY texture

HEAVIER than a lunch box

a kind of FLOWER

an EARTH TONE

able to FLY

able to make a SOUND

colorful

BEAUTIFUL to look at
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Find, collect or photograph these items from nature below!
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If your school has access to Google Classroom, you may 
upload this freebie to a private Google Classroom, that 

only your parents have access to or send specific pages 
of the PDF to parents directly via email if Google 

Classroom is not an option for you. This document was 
created by Claudia Doan and redistributing, editing, 

selling or posting this item (or any part thereof) on the 
internet or other location is a violation of the Digital 

Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). 

This packet is not intended to serve as a substitute for 
speech/language therapy and the author of this work 
cannot be held responsible for any injury, damage, or 
mishap that occurs in relation to any of the activities 

outlined in this packet.  Please contact me at 
creativespeechlab@gmail.com with any questions. Thank 

you for understanding.




